NAME

TRANSLATION

GENERIC

RABBIT

GENERIC

STAR / COSMIC SEED

YUCATEC MAYA

LAMAT

VENUS / STAR

QUICHE MAYA

Q'ANIL

SEED OF LIFE / YELLOWRIPE

MIXTEC

IDZO

RABBIT

NAHUATL (AZTEC)

TOCHTLI

RABBIT

ZAPOTEC

LAPA

RABBIT ?

GLYPHIC REPRESENTATION
GENERIC

expansion by division

MODERN

holographic wholeness

MAYA

symbol for planet Venus (Great Star)
symbol for corn plant

MAYA VARIANT

celestial dragon with markings symbolizing planet Venus

AZTEC

head of rabbit

MIXTEC

?

ZAPOTEC

rabbit ?

DIRECTION

SOUTH

ELEMENT

FIRE

MORPHOTYPE

fourfold expanding pattern

COLOR

dark blue (twilight blue) & gold

HARMONY

harmony

NATURE

cyclical cycle of death & rebirth / starlight

ANIMAL, PLANT & MINERAL KINGDOM

rabbit

HUMAN PHYSICAL BODY

[embryogenesis]

PLANETS & WESTERN ZODIAC

Jupiter & Neptune (Pisces) / Uranus (Aquarius) / Mercury (Gemini)

CORRESPONDENCE

ESSENCE
Process of Growth inherent in all things / Reproduction and its stages
manifestation of the potential contained within the Seed

expansion by division as the natural movement of Separation
Reproduction and Growth at a rapid pace (like the division of cells creating a new larger body)

Recursion (process of repeating items in a self-similar way)
Growth Spurt (sudden movement developing toward success & completion)

Rabbit / Flamboyant Proliferator
Abundance [see also K'AN, EB, MEN] / Fertility [see also K'AN, CHIKCHAN]
Vitality / Ripeness [see also K'AN, CHIKCHAN]
Indulgence

continual process of Death & Rebirth / Regeneration of Earth [see also CHIKCHAN, BEN, KAWAK, AJAW]
cycle of Paradise Lost and Regained / polarity division and resulting Fall from Grace before return to oneness

Radiant Orb / Celestial Enchanter / Lord of the Dawn
Star / Star-Seed (as hologram of the entire process of Becoming)
Love (as expanded presence of Self)

Harmony / Octave (expansion into greater octaves)

interplay of the component parts that make up the whole
Beautifying Principle

Celestial Timer & Signaler / Bright Light Herald

MANIFESTATION
development / expansion
launch pad, springboard vs fall from the sky, fall from grace
rapid acceleration / rapid escalation

accelerated growth / reproduction / pregnancy (as fast development of the fetus)
unstoppable amplification / duplication, multiplication / productivity / efficient creation at a rapid pace

ripeness [see also K'AN]
fertility (including of the intellect) [see also K'AN, CHIKCHAN] / perpetual regeneration [see also CHIKCHAN, BEN, KAWAK, AJAW]
abundance of life / harvest [see also K'AN, EB, MEN]

profit from Earth's bounty and its challenges [see also K'AN]
indulgence & overindulgence / excesses, extremes [see also K'AN]
intoxication / drunkenness

vitality / high energy [see also K'AN, CHIKCHAN, KAWAK]
busyness / constant activity / hoping around
nervousness / agitation, restlessness, scatteredness [see also IK', CHUWEN] / neurosis, craziness, mental illness
capriciousness

expanded or clear perspective / expanded view through resonance [see also EB, KABAN]
new ways of perceiving reality / a new truth revealing itself and developing
interplay of component parts vs disconnectedness, discontinuity
harmony, beneficial combination vs dissonance, discord
harmonizing different energies, people, thoughts, ideas, processes

beautification / elegance / harmonious or elegant artistic creation

shining bright (people, objects, situations, ...) / showiness / fireworks [see also ETZ'NAB]
ethereality, or progressing toward it

counterpoint
games / competition
discourse / debate / barter / political maneuvering
business / deal-making / debating / argumentation / bartering / negotiations
opportunism (taking advantage of situations & opportunities while they last)

softness / gentleness

peace vs warfare

SHADOW
pressure
loss of control
irresponsible behavior

harmony held as an ideal (leading to judgment, deprecation) [see also AJAW]

identification with limiting personality roles, or overidentification with personality roles (thus keeping one from experiencing alternate or expended levels of reality)
belief in an exclusive path of development

always being on the alert / paranoia

drama

ASSOCIATION
PATRON

Mayauel: goddes of intoxication (pulque), excess, abundance (mother of innumerable rabbits) [Aztec]

MYTHOLOGY

seasonal dying & rebirth of the Goddes

MYTHOLOGY

Fall from Grace (loss of the original unity)

CELESTIAL

planet Venus (Great Star) and its cycle as Morning and Evening Star (representative of death & resurrection) [Mesoamerica]

CONCEPT / OTHER

Quaternity: fourfold construct of the universe (4 Elements, 4 cardinal directions, 4 seasons, 4 divisions of the day, 4 phases of the moon, ...) /
4 aspects of the human being (physical, mental, emotional, spiritual) reflected in 4 basic functions or psychic processes (sensation, feeling, thought, intuition)

FAUNA

rabbit

FLORA

growth of the corn plant [Mesoamerica] [see also K'AN, BEN]

CONCEPT

star portal

OTHER

fractal patterns

CONCEPT

musical octave

OTHER

overtones [see also AJAW]

NUMBER

8 (as harmonic resonance and regeneration)

